
Premade pieces 
like these have you 
ahead of the curve.

Boutique style in minutes, 
coming right up. Give 
wood planks a quick 

coat of white paint, add 
stenciled tribal patterns 

(we used permanent 
marker), and finish with 

woodland pals—they  
come in packs!

Painted Wooden Shapes
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Air Mail
Hear that? It’s these painted wooden 

feathers begging to be put on a card. You’ll 
just need some paper, embellishments and 
dimensional adhesive from Paper Crafts—

and a friend to send it to!

Puppy Love
These cuties are a walk 
in the park. Just paint 
wooden plaques, add 
patterned paper with 
decoupage medium,
and pop on some wooden 
animal shapes—we 
customized two of our 
pups with a bit
more paint!

Order Up
The not-so-secret ingredient for this 

kitchen addition? Glittery wooden letters, 
of course! And for a little extra flavor, 

stencil on a design and paint the frame to 
match your space. Bon appetit!
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Doggone Darling
This A+ craft’s equation is a 
simple one: blank journal + 
wooden shape (adhere with 
hot glue) + paint markers. 

And for extra credit, attach a 
wooden heart to ribbon and 

glue it into the spine for  
a bookmark!

Homerun Decor
With hotdog and hat at the 

ready, here’s the winning 
lineup for this crafty ace: 

twisted wreath, faux greenery, 
mini baseball bats and wooden 

shapes—the banner comes 
blank, but the mitts and balls 

come pre-painted.

Hand Picked
The trick to this gift-
turned-decor is floral 

foam—it’ll keep dowels 
(topped with painted 

wooden shapes), 
succulents and stems in 

place all school year long.
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Luau decor should be as laid back as the island life itself, so let wooden 
shapes and letters do the heavy lifting. Simply attach them to paper 
pennants and a DIY braided-raffia rope, and get ready to hula!

Tropical 
Dream

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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